Compensation Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, to enact special legislation without prescription ...

8, for damages of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant TEPCO, the government bill special regardless of the year (3) the statute of limitations on civil law, noted that to protect the right of the victim can claim damages I have decided to submit to the current Diet session.

There are also circumstances in which paperwork has not caught up with the number of applications for, by special legislation, the settlement procedure concerning the same accident, the aim is also to give a sense of security to the victims.

If the alternative dispute resolution procedures of the victims and the Tepco has ended in failure is a subordinate organization of the Commission dispute nuclear liability of the government in the "Dispute Resolution Center nuclear liability," the bill, the statute of limitations on civil law at the time It is expected to be the contents of a certain period of time that it gives the grace to be brought before the court even though the past.

In the civil law, there is a right to claim damages in tort victims of accidents. Run out the statute of limitations is three years from known damage, not to exercise the rights, if the parties claim to court, the rights will be lost. Statute of limitations is suspended if the appeal to the court during this time, because this mechanism does not apply, in the case of nuclear accident Fukushima Daiichi, in proceedings between the victims and the center, you will reach the statute of limitations in March 2014 at the shortest It is assumed that case will come out.
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